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Opposition VS Proposition  
Earlier in the year a proposal was  

made to bring the medical team 

called “Alcansando mi Gente” 

(Reaching my People) to a  

community called Metlatonoc  

in the mountains of Guerro.  

This group consist of 70 doctors and  

workers. They perform medical, dental,  

emotional and spiritual support to 

indigenous groups that have little access  

or funds to receive them. The proposal was made to a mayor who 

gave the invitation to come. When it came time for the trip late 

November, another mayor had taken his place. Upon arriving and 

setting up we learned that this new mayor took offence to us being 

there because the invitation was given by another political party. 

This hasn’t been the first opposition we’ve had, but given it was by 

the mayor it was somewhat different. The mayor began sending 

vehicles with loudspeakers around the community announcing that 

the medical brigade had been postponed till a later date and time. 

When we learned this was happening, we immediately began to 

pray that the Lord would intercede and send people anyway. A 

normal campaign normally yields over a thousand appointments. 

This one, we were expecting much more. So, despite the opposition, 

I am happy to announce that at the end of two and a half days we 

had over 1900 appointments fulfilled. Over 700 passed through the 

soul clinic where we deal with the individuals emotional and 

spiritual need after they see the doctors. Over 530 made professions 

of faith 14 of whom were the police who were guarding us as well as 

three doctors and nurses on the team. Prase the Lord for he is the 

one who rewards the efforts of his people and has control over the 

opposition. We thank you for your faithful prayers and support 

that allows us to participate in this fruitful ministry.  

 

Other prayer Requests 

Pray for the completion of the 

Medical Dental vehicle 

(Medical Equipment) 

Pray for salvations in new 

work we have started this past 

month.  

 

Pray for the structural 

completion of the rest of the 

church building in Altamira. 

(Between 10 -12,0000) 
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